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"What's Love Got To Do With It?" – Social Networking Through Marriage in Andhra
Pradesh, India1

By: Rainer Merz, Sociology of Development Research Centre, University of Bielefeld, P.O.
Box 10 01 31, D-33501 Bielefeld, Germany

1. Introduction

Families in India are extended units of social reproduction. However, it is also possible to

regard extended families, i.e. families with a greater geographical dispersion and membership

than the 'western' type of core families, as social networks meant for the appropriation of

various resources. This paper tries to pinpoint those appropriation strategies in a social

networking approach. Social networking refers in the following example to the process of

carefully arranged expansion of a family social network through marriage. The paper also

suggests that meta-categories of social and cultural capital of the same currency are required

for successful matchmaking.

The importance of the family in India did not diminish over time in the course of assumed

processes of 'modernisation'2 and the expected backdrop of the 'traditional'. On the contrary, it

has been empirically shown that the number of extended families is also increasing in an

urban environment (Shah 1996). The formal structure of the family organisation in South

India remains patrilocal and patrilineal (Karve 1996, 67). The general model of family

organisation represents a patriviral set-up: a woman joins her husband's, and his parents' home

(Shah 1996, 540). Having said this, it seems clear that any story and any tale of a given

family, in our case, is mostly a tale of male dominance, and male agency.

Starting from these assumptions, the paper discusses empirically the elaborate matchmaking

procedures for one member of a family social network. This family social network was

researched during a period of nine months between 1995 and 1996 in Andhra Pradesh, South

India. The purpose of the study was to identify and analyse various local group strategies of

appropriation in South India.

                                               

1 The empirical research upon which this paper is based was conducted under the auspices of University of
Bielefeld's Graduate School 'Market, State, Ethnicity' and was made possible by a grant from the German
Research Council (DFG). I specifically would like to thank Prof. Dr. Hans-Dieter Evers for helpful comments
and suggestions. Even more importantly, I must thank my Anna in India who made all this possible.
2 E.g., Coleman 1960, 532. Apter 1987, 16. Eisenstadt 1966, 3. Smelser 1964 259ff. Pye 1966, 377.
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2. Social Networks and Networking

If we accept the notion that a family organisation in India represents a social network, it is

necessary to make some preliminary statements and assumptions about social networks in

general. Social network analysis developed out of social anthropology. A social structure is

seen as a pattern of identifiable relationships. These relations link social units, or single

actors, together in a way which makes it possible to account for the behaviours of the units or

actors involved. These relations are labelled social networks. Structural analyses show that

knowledge of the resources present in an actor's network is a crucial way of determining this

actor's capacity for power and influence. (Powell/Smith-Doerr 1994, 369). The same holds

true if actors are substituted by groups, or clusters and cliques, of persons. In that case,

however, we have to take the social relations within a cluster or a clique into account as well.

The social relations which are governed by this flow, and possession of, resources can be

labelled social networks.

Moving beyond the original assumption that resource endowments shape social relations,

Richard M. Emerson published an influential paper in 1962 in the American Sociological

Review. In this paper, Emerson tried to conceptualise the power and dependence relations of

various actors in a structured way. Emerson first stated that "(...) power is a property of the

social relations; it is not an attribute of the actor" (Emerson 1962, 35). Hence, power is shaped

and influenced by the social relations an individual actor is able to entertain, and not solely by

his resource endowments per se. It is rather determined by the way he is able to put his

resources, maybe already accumulated in the past, into any productive use – by which term I

am referring to the actor's individual perception of 'meaning' and 'productive use'. We can

safely concede that individuals, and the economy or society at large, usually do not operate

under conditions of full resource optimisation in the short term (Hirschman 1970, 13). But I

maintain that newer developments in rational choice theory do include a set of preferences

which do not stop at the short-term interest maximising boundary, but move beyond it,

including long-term considerations and non-monetary resources (Esser 1996).

Resources, and the corresponding usage of them, do shape social relations. But which

resources are relevant in this context? In a perfect Marxian world, capital and labour

constitute the resources which matter, and together they form the means of production.

However, there is no such perfect world. Other factors come into play as well, and we do

integrate them into our expanded imagination of resources: monetary resources play a role,

but also others, like: religion, ethnic composition, gender, and on the micro-level even
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prestige, reputation, or Bourdieu's habitus.

Hence, for the purpose of this paper I propose that resources relevant for a social network

consist of the meta-categories of social and cultural capital. The cultural capital can be seen as

a meta-extension of the resource base of an extended family. Resources so far merely mirror

monetary endowments, whereas cultural capital includes other factors as well: "Apart from its

material capital, and to some extend independently of it, each family has a stock of cultural

capital, comprising its command over knowledge, skills, tastes etc. that are part of its

distinctive way of life." (Béteille 1996, 439). Cultural capital must be displayed. We are

referring to this display as a sort of habitus expression in Bourdieu's term. The habitus is a

stylisation of life, an unconsciously embodied set of rules of behaviour that includes durable

schemes of thought and perception. It is a "(...) subjective, but not individual system of

internalised structures, schemes of perception, conception and action common to all members

of the same group or class and constitutes the precondition for all objectification and

apperception (...)" (Bourdieu 1977, 86). In that way, it constitutes a dialectic between the

internalisation of externalities, and the externalisation of internality (Bourdieu 1977, 72). By

the latter, Bourdieu is referring to the expression of the habitus, by the display of cultural

capital to the outside world. One such instance is the Hindu undivided joint family. Contrary

to earlier assumptions, the importance of the joint family is increasing in contemporary India

(Shah 1996, 537ff. Uberoi 1996, 387f.). The Hindu joint family is no doubt part of this

'mainstream' cultural capital. The fact that low caste families accept this custom, and follow it

for their own kin as part of late-coming sanskritisation processes, reflects the dominance of

that part of cultural capital and its regulative and normative potential.

The internalisation of externalities, to complete the picture, can be achieved e.g. during

religious ceremonies. Instances have been observed when a family priest tells a constructed

tale about the glorious family history to the children of a family. The internalisation requires a

streamlining process of the cultural capital within a family to achieve a high degree of internal

coherence and homogenisation. Those are practices of co-ordination (Bourdieu 1977, 81).

The family ancestry, lineage, kin affiliation, and caste status are important tools for

maintaining the integrity of the family, and hence also of the family cultural capital. We

remember that history is constructed to serve purposes (Hobsbawm 1983). The purpose of

such tales by the family priest is the maintenance, and the streamlining, of the family cultural

capital, which in turn forms its habitus.

The other meta-resource under discussion here is social capital. "The social capital of the
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family consists of the networks of relations that may be activated for maintaining and

furthering the interests of the family as a whole or of its individual members" (Béteille 1996,

443). The social capital of the family increases in value. This is due to the fact that extended

kin networks, such as caste affiliations, are decreasingly important. "(...) modern Hindus,

whether of a secular persuasion or not, are no longer committed to caste, as Hindus were in

the past, but (...) they continue to be committed to the family" (Béteille 1996, 447). One

reason for that is to be found in the decreasing amount of land ownership titles available to a

family due to Hindu inheritance laws and sometimes due to agrarian reforms. "The two

institutions of property and family are today intimately linked in rural India: what link

property had in the past with lineage and sub-caste it has largely lost" (Béteille 1996, 445).

Larger kin networks are no longer necessary or required for the supervision of the larger land

holdings of the past.

So far, we have discussed social relations as a social network consisting of actors with

different levels of resource endowments. On a different level, we must eventually answer

questions about how social relations become established by the actors. We can now proceed

to investigate a different scenario: what agency do actors have at their disposal to shape social

relations at their will? It is in this regard that resource endowments appear in a different light:

The resources at an actor's disposal are not fixed on an aggregate level, nor are they fixed on a

local level. The behaviour of an actor, towards expansion of a network, or its new integration

and so forth, might in turn shape and alter his resource endowments. This is what is meant

here by the term of networking: that social networking shape and alter meta-resources such as

social and cultural capital, and enable the appropriation of such capital in the foreseeable

future.

One such instance can be the expansion of a pre-existing family network. By expansion I am

referring to the integration of new family members by arranged marriages. Marriage is still, in

contrast to other countries, a densely regulated undertaking and arranged in more or less all

sections of the Indian society3. As yet, there are no indications to prove that the changing

politico-economic landscape will result in free 'love marriages' of the western type, although

the urban youth might regard it as desirable. The overriding concern still remains the well-

beingof the family. The well-doing depends upon the successful enlargement of the family

network. "(...) parental investment in the maximisation of their children's potential is

                                               

3 Béteille 1996 reports arranged marriages also for highly educated urban professionals.
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completed and reinforced by well considered strategies of match-making" (Uberoi 1996,

391). Uberoi places the emphasis too much on the individual. It is quite clear that parents do

consider matches which increase their children's chances in the future. The prospects of the

family network at large, however, must be taken into consideration as well, and maybe even

more importantly. This is exactly the reason why so many marriages are still arranged in

India. The outcome, the extended family network then does not consist only of own relations

anymore, but also of the network the newly married partner brings into the original social

network. Hence, it is of prime importance to choose carefully the new node of non-redundant

character within that family social network. This is exactly why so much care and attention is

being applied to the process of selecting a marriage partner. In network analysis, we can label

marriage as a careful extension of the original network, maybe as yet consisting of a dense

cluster, towards the integration of crucial nodes. The selection of these nodes, since they are

at least initially of non-redundant character, must require utmost attention. A successful

integration of those nodes might enable the subsequent appropriation of meta-resources in the

future. The successful integration and mingling of a different family network into the pre-

existing one might depend on certain similarities as far as habitus is concerned. It is this

assumption which will be tested in the following empirical section.

3. Selecting a Wife for Srikant

The interviewee is a member of a family social network on which research was done for a

period of nine months. He is commenting on the various undertakings which eventually lead

to his cousin's marriage. The general background of that family is high caste and rural based.

However, the cousin to be married lives in the state capital of Hyderabad and is employed in

the Andhra Pradesh Police Force.

Firstly, the decision to get married was taken not by the bridegroom, but by his parents:

Q: And who made the decision, finally, to get Srikant a bride?

A: Naturally the parents.

Q: And he's quite happy with that?

A: Yes, naturally.

We can see the general outline of the expansion of a family social network through marriage.

The prospective bridegroom is relegated to an inferior position. He might express his desire or

refusal as far as his marriage is concerned, but the decision rests with the parents. The parents,
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then, play the crucial role of determining the right point of time when, and how, to proceed in

the expansion of the network.

We can now move on to the question of how prospective brides are sought out initially, and

which further elaborations take place then thereafter. It is necessary to observe that, once the

decision to marry a person has been taken by the parents, the vast family social network is

activated for this purpose. The message will be conveyed to various crucial network nodes of

non-redundant character who in turn will look into promising-looking marriage partners either

within their respective network group or clique, or will expand the search outside the original

family network for this purpose. Here again, other crucial network nodes come into action if

the first node cannot come up with prospective brides.

What we seem to have here is a general structuring of the family network towards one

specific goal. And this structuring requires some crucial action prior to the selection, or

recruitment, process. This initial action refers to the memorising of prospective matches, or

brides, in suitable occasions. It seems as if the network contains several functions, or rather

several prospective avenues of appropriation, and that these avenues must be kept in good

order all the time, just in case some requirements, like the proposed marriage, make it

necessary to relay the necessary information back to his parents quickly and reliably. The

information gathering, which is part of the 'avenue maintenance', takes place in suitable social

occasions and get-togethers of the expanded family social network. It is here that the

information is gathered, and always stored and memorised as our respondent tells us:

A: It's a matter of politeness to ask about the relations, what they are doing, where they are married to, and
always references are memorised, remembered for further references, and if it's really a good match, then it
will be much more reported, much more valuacy (...)

This memory making precedes the actual negotiations and match making processes for quite a

time. Those relations, assembled and taken together in numerous social occasions when the

members of the family meet, are memorised, and ordered in a hierarchical way.

Once the message is conveyed into the family network that a member of the family is ready to

get married, and hence the family network to be expanded, reports come into the core family

in question indicating the availability of specific marriage partners, and their detailed

background:

A: First, it starts like this. Someone comes and tells that there is a so and so girl, and she is related to so and
so, and a brief biography is given, bio-data, then these people meet first casually, I mean not senior people,
but someone will represent from the close family, one or two people. And they just go and see.
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This is the first action to be taken after the reports were relayed to the core family members.

The persons reporting to the core family members have to take the responsibility for the

quality of the information they are relaying. They in turn are held accountable if they produce

some false information, or if the information they relayed in good faith proved to be wrong.

The core family members select someone from the family network to cross-check and

validate the information relayed so far, and its specific compatibility towards the prospective

bridegroom. We note here that the interviewee tells us that it is important that 'senior people'

do not visit the bride's family in the first instance. This is due to two reasons: firstly, the

'senior people', and we will establish their identity later, try to reduce the opportunity costs

related to visiting numerous families, and put the burden on some other, inferior members of

the family. Secondly, and more importantly, it is necessary for them to convey the impression

that they are in no haste whatsoever to check and see a prospective bride and her family. This

is meant to indicate that they have numerous offers to choose from, that their son is indeed a

very good match, and that they ultimately do not have to rush into any offer which comes to

them. Hence, it amounts to an exercise of face saving.

The interviewee then moves on to describe the various cross-checking procedures. We should

consider strongly the emphasis he is putting on matters of 'compatibility'. This 'compatibility'

is exactly what is meant by a similar amount of social and cultural capital, and of course in

the same currency so to say, which is regarded as a most important factor for successful

match making strategies. The compatibility issue starts with the physical appearance and

outlook of the proposed bride. But this is only the starting point to much more complex and

elaborated considerations:

A: If the girl is just plain and ugly, and if there is no compatibility, it finishes. Nothing goes beyond. If it is
okay, or beyond okay, then next party will go and look into their family background. They will come into
this family background. Like how is the compatibility for the girl and boy, like, though belonging to same
middle class, still they see whether they have the same kind of compatibility.

Here we have a first indication that the question of physical appearance is just the starting

point. We might even propose the assumption that questions of beautiful physical features, or

ugliness on the contrary, are balanced and re-evaluated with the amount and quality of family

social links the bride and her family have to offer.

A: So in these 3, 4 time negotiations they slowly, subtlety enquire what are the brothers doing, what are the
sisters doing, and if they are married: to whom, if the brothers are married, from where, kind of social links.
That's more important. The family connections.

The detailed questioning of the social capital the bride's family has to offer begins. It is here
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that the cross-checking procedures have already entered a very advanced stage. After all, the

bride and her family were not rejected at the outset, after the first meeting between the

bridegroom's family's inferior negotiators. Instead, the bridegroom's family show some

interest in the proposed match because the information acquired so far indicates that the bride

and her family seem to have the desired 'compatibility' in terms of the amount of social and

cultural capital available. We must then proceed, of course, to the more detailed questions

about the exact amount of social and cultural capital. We must distinguish, at least in theory,

between the family social networks the bride's family has to offer (its social capital), and the

cultural capital in terms of habitus. More often, we might find that the two varieties of capital

are intermingled and not easily distinguishable from each other. I started a probe into this

subject by enquiring about what a 'good' family might represent:

Q: What is considered a very good family?

A: Like, old families, particularly, the ones who had some kind of reputations since generations, quite well-
off, highly cultured and refined. I mean, neo-rich people are just looked down. The people who made
money, they are very crude, they don't have any, they are still very rough and compatibility will be missing.
So they give much more importance to such family ties, and whom they are related to. Even political,
politicians, businessmen, successful businessmen, business relations are plus points. Like official bureaucrat
positions, close links to them, and business people, political links, and apart from that how the family is.
Such connections, just one, two, three steps away from the high, from the top. They are much valued. These
people are money wise, business wise, political wise, they have all three. And every factor is given
individual weight. And the education, naturally. The girl (the recently what we have seen some eight or ten
days ago), and almost thought we had a very good match, her grandparents themselves were graduates from
Madras University, which was under British Administration and considered very good education. They
studied in Madras. Her grandmother and her grandfather, and even her mother is a first class graduate, her
father is a PG, but though, in those days it was looked down if you took a government job, that's why they
never took a job. And her grandparents were so well educated, you know, they conducted marriage of one of
the CMs of our state. Bhana Venkat Ram and his wife, Jayapradha. Even they were classmates of these
people and they performed the marriage of our former CM who was CM in the 1980s. And her grandfather
was one who produced some pictures with social messages, like "SC girl", he dared to produce such movies
in the 1940s and 50s. Also, one mythological movie which actually launched NT Rama Rao into the film
den, and after that people started believing he's the living god. So he was responsible for that. Of course, he
never made any money and he lost all whatever he had in the film career. Eight days ago we saw the girl and
the girl was pretty to look at.

The rather innocent question produced a lengthy tale about various qualities a bride's family

should have to offer. We must attempt to identify the important variables in this tale. Firstly,

great emphasis is laid upon a suitable combination of various factors. The interviewee names

a few: the complete capital of a family, that is its endowment with social and cultural capital,

should consist of successful business enterprises, political alliances and linkages, and last but

not least a family history traceable back for at least several generations. 'Neo-rich' people are

looked down upon, and this is not surprising: given the high caste family background of the

group under discussion here, it can be assumed that such neo-rich families usually do not

come from the same caste background like our family anyway. Hence, those neo-rich people
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maybe belong to lower caste groups, such as Backward Castes, and are 'naturally' 'looked

down' upon because of their caste habits, and their lack of 'refinement', that is their amount of

cultural capital is too low, and their habitus too different, to count as a serious match in the

first place.

The interviewee mentions in the last section of the above tale one specific match proposal

which he himself considered very promising. It is here again that the desired and required

habitus, the cultural capital, come into play: while this family has a traceable background and

history going well back into colonial times, they never were 'crude' enough to make a lot of

money, or worldly wealth, out of it. Instead, the grandfather labels himself as a reformist prior

to all other caste reformist movement because he was producing some caste-conscious

movies. And it was him who brought the (then) present Chief Minister into the movie

business: another indication for the second factor required, the valuable political links right to

the top. And on top of it, they even conducted the marriage of one of Andhra Pradesh's Chief

Minister in the 1980s, because the grandparents of the proposed match were classmates of

his.

By now we seem to have established what exactly Srikant's family was looking for in terms of

a 'compatible' match. Such a 'compatible' match should have the best available resource

combination in terms of social capital (the family links and relations), and the cultural capital

(old family, dating back centuries, with high education since several generations, and

certainly not neo-rich). Apart from that, his family naturally welcomes any successful

business enterprises because money never hurts in these turbulent times. But we will see later

that monetary matters are actually less important than the former two. While the stage seems

to be set now for entering the detailed phases of girls rejecting, and finally accepting a match,

we must mention one more factor, which is quite obvious and to be expected: the match has

to belong to the same caste group. We note that our interviewee tells us of three major sub-

sects within his caste4:

A: The caste of course is non-negotiable, so no one asked the caste. So naturally you expect, you know,
that's almost accepted.

Q: But the same sub-sect is not necessary?

A: No, you see, I think, that means I have to go into a little bit specifics.

                                               

4 There is at least on more subsect, Chirragatlla. Since this subsect allows widow remarriage it faces social
exclusion and is not mentioned by the interviewee.
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Q: Please do so.

A: Like, Reddys are, major sects are accepted. Three of them. Like Mothati, Pakanati, and Guddati. They are
the majority. I mean there might be very minor, say, a hundred Reddy people are there, a population of
Reddys is taken as hundred, so these three constitute 90 or 95 per cent.

Q: Is there a hierarchy within these three subsects?

A: Mothati is supposed to be top.

Q: What comes next?

A: Pakkanati. (...) So now it's accepted, people, you know, they don't mind, it's only imaginary now. Now at
least they are accepted, the equality of the outfit.

Q: So the Reddy caste is not negotiable but within the three subsects it's okay.

A: Okay, yes. That's what at least in my social status happens.

Finally, we have established the expectations, and requirements, our family puts into the

whole exercise of finding a bride. The expectations are of course quite high, but we will see

now how various matches got rejected due to some more qualifications which they weren’t

able to meet.

Having set the necessary general expectations and requirements, we can now move on to

regard the individual qualities of the proposed match just as well. It is here that we enter into

the inherent, and underlying, male bias of the whole process. First of all, it is always expected

in our group under discussion that the proposed girl not only comes from a family which can

offer the required social and cultural capital, but has also some exemplary personal record

both in terms of educational achievement and 'clean record'. We shall see now what is meant

by such a 'clean record':

Q: If Srikants gets married, his wife is supposed to be a virgin?

A: Naturally, that's non negotiable and unquestionable. Virgin same caste Reddy girl.

Q: And how do you actually prove in modern times that she is still a virgin?

A: No it's not that. You, somehow, in our society, there being so many people, it's filled, stacked with so
many people and various inter-connected, even before you are related, going in the same caste, same sub-
sect, that's the advantage of it, you know you get the information from it, the time you take to consider a
proposal, involves all that. But people don't know. But all this, information will come out. If there is any
flaw in the girl, that's the first thing to reach. Money, dowry, family status doesn't matter. But if the
character is loose, that's the first thing. It will be spread. Whether you are going to make a relationship or
not. That precedes the match. So even the fellow who brings the proposal is at a great risk. He will have the
wrath.

This is a clear indication that the actual match-making is preceded not only by detailed

investigations into the family background of the proposed match, but also that some

investigations take place into the individual character of the proposed bride. It might even
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remind us of Foucault's interrogation without limits. After all, it is assumed that the vast

expansion of the own family social network is able to produce reliable information of the

'character' of the bride, and it is further assumed that the 'character' can be valued and

ascertained in that way even without meeting the bride face to face. This is really astonishing

information! The vast social network is able to relay reliable qualitative information about the

individual 'character' of the proposed girl: whether she led a 'loose' life prior to the match

proposal, whether she had some contacts with the opposite gender which might cast a shadow

on her, and of course her whole family. We also note that the requirements for leading a

'loose' life are rather easy to meet:

A: Girls having friends as girls, and boys having friends with boys, are considered as normal. Very close
friendships. That's normal. Considered as normal. Which is otherwise in any advanced western society. As
far as my personal experience goes. Males keeping male company all the time is appreciated and desired. If
your are too close, and if your are spending your time 24 hours a day, weeks, months, years, spending your
time with your own sex, it is considered very normal and healthy. Very healthy. And otherwise, you are a
social outcast.

Q: That leads us to the relationship between the two opposite genders. Before marriage, that's supposed to
be very indecent? Like if a girl goes out with a fellow, he takes her to a restaurant or whatever, what's the
image of the boy and of the girl?

A: You know, boy might escape. Again I tell you this is male dominated society. Boy at the most he will
not be considered as virtuous, but that's not a crime at all. I mean, it's not that much severe. But with the
girl, it's finished. It's as good, she is on terms with a professional, loose. And that will work not only against
herself, if she has any sisters or brothers, even their career is finished.

Hence, even if it is just reported that the girl entertained some male company prior to her

marriage, maybe even in such an 'innocent' occasion like going out together to watch a movie,

not only her marriage 'career' is finished, but so are those of her brothers and sisters. In fact,

such behaviour puts the girl even on a par with a prostitute.

We now move on to regard the detailed, and individual, match proposals which the various

network nodes reported and offered to the core family. It is here that we must test the already

elaborated set of preferences which go along the term of 'compatibility', or what we have

termed the same amount of social and cultural capital in the same currency. Or else, we might

expect a match which supplements some specific features lacking in our family under

investigation, like business success in India.

Q: So when did the whole procedure kick off? This week?

A: Actually, the really serious, very hectic is since one week. But they had one match one month ago, which
was ultimately got to the level of approval. Shall I go into detail or what?

Here again we can note that various proposals reached the core family, but not all of them

received serious consideration. One, however, got to the level of approval, and we will look
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more deeply into this first match. The exercise here is to establish reasons and considerations

which prevented the successful completion of the expansion of the family network. This

seems to be important because we have already established qualitative criteria which enable a

match proposal to reach a very advanced, if not the final, stage of consideration, and

ultimately, approval. We might then ask: if all the expectations seem to have been met, why

was the match refused anyway? Surely we can expect the bridegroom not to have a say at all.

A: (Shall I go into detail or what?)

Q: Yes, yes. Sure, sure.

A: One month ago a proposal came. The girl was an insurance officer, and quite fair by Indian standards,
like 24 years old, good to look at, blue eyes, vary rare,

Q: Blue eyes? Oh, from Kashmir origin?

A: No, but they are quite fair, like

Q: From Andhra Pradesh? That's something very special.

A: Blue eyes, and quite fair by Indian standards, and she was an insurance officer, and her father has died
long back. And she had a brother, I think he is some engineer with some firm. You know, the day we gave
the party, that evening I had to rush, we all went, and sort of gave the final approval, but these people
negotiated like, first the girl is important, naturally along with that the caste, the family. The caste of course
is non-negotiable, so no one asked the caste.

The interviewee jumps right into the middle of the process. I wanted to enquire more deeply

about the unusual physical appearance of the proposed bride, but he didn't want to go into

those details right now. First of all he wanted to give the impression that the match was

already considered to be favourable for Srikant and his family, and that it has already reached

the level of ultimate approval. He mentioned twice that the girl had a good employment

background herself, and that her brother worked as an engineer.

We note here that it is our interviewee himself who played a major role in this process: it is

not only the parents, but the inner circle of the extended family which have the responsibility

to approve a match. Hence, the responsibility rests on many shoulders, and a lot of people

from the inner circle can't refuse responsibility. In fact it is an inclusionary tactic meant to

prevent opposition against the match (and the newly incorporated family networks) from the

inner circle. We might ask about the composition of this inner circle: starting from our

individual network diagram, we can expect Srikant's parents to be a part of it, and also his

sisters and his sister's husband. But not only them:

A: During this process this fellow will have no mind of his. It's part of the system, it's no strategy, but it
works out like this. Everyone has to give the opinion, even the small child, like 13 year old (his daughter,
RM) is asked about her opinion, and even (his 9 year old son, RM). And the bridegroom is in a suspended
state. (...)all the members of the family, it's like Mafia. Everyone has a vote. So pros and cons. (...) No one
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has the complete say, no one has any, all close relations like bridegroom's parents, sisters, brother, and
brothers-in-law. Since it is a male dominated society, instead of sisters mostly the brothers-in-law play a
much larger role.

The inner circle seems to be composed of the parents, the brothers and sisters of the

bridegroom, their husbands and wives, and ultimately even the bridegroom's nieces and

nephews. They all have a say and an opinion to express during the complex elaborations, and

we shall soon see how conflicting interests overshadow and overrule the pre-existing

'compatibility' of the various match proposals.

Q: Okay, so what happened with that first girl?

A: First girl, what happened, everything matched, and in fact they and some distant relations, many times
since they were in the vicinity of the city, relations, so, the girl was pretty good, the educational background,
the family background, compatibility, everything was fine. And they offered like, the money, the dowry,
that need not be forced, you know, they offer, like 4 or 5 Lakh5 Rupees, with some gold, some cash. Partly
some of that goes to (his wife, RM) and Sunnita (Srikant’s sisters, RM). That's only normal limits. It's
neither forced nor extracted, exploited, it's every Reddy expects to pay and expects to be paid. It's the same.
It's a kind of, like you're going for a small party, you are offered tea, if you are going for a bigger occasion,
then naturally you will be offered lunch or dinner. Something like that. Depending on your social status,
you are offered and you are accepted.

Here again the interviewee tells us that the compatibility was quite perfect for all involved. He

is reciting once more the requirements which were met by this match proposal: the social

links offered by that family were acceptable, the girl's physical appearance and her education

as well. He also tells us that the girl's family lived in Hyderabad for quite some time which is

an indication for the same cultural capital available: after all, they were no agrarian based

country folk, but had probably acquired some urban style refinement during their stay in the

capital city. The interviewee also starts elaborating on the question of dowry, and he makes it

quite clear that to his family, the monetary matters were not important at all.

Max Weber tells us that the habit of dowry payments for bridegrooms is restricted to upper

castes because the men were able to set themselves up in a favourable bargaining position:

they could always choose a woman from lower caste background, whereas the same option

was not available to high caste woman (Weber 1921, 43). This might or might not to be the

case today: one cannot imagine a situation where a high caste man marries a woman from a

lower caste without facing harsh societal exclusionary consequences. I rather propose the

following: the habit was once part of the process of sanskritisation for higher castes. Vaishya

castes like Reddys emulated the habit of dowry payments to bridegrooms because it was part

of the practices which would ultimately lift them into the status of Kshatriyas. Those

                                               

5 One Lakh Rupees equal 100.000 Rupees.
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Kshatriyas, in turn, had perhaps set up this practice because they were, some ancient time

ago, indeed able to procure lower caste girls for their own pleasure without negative

sanctions. Nowadays, however, it is part of a constructed tradition at least for our groups

under investigation while the original reason, the better bargaining power of men, no longer

exists. This does not mean that men and women are equal since they have the same

bargaining power in match making. Quite the contrary, while the bargaining power of men is

reduced in the sense that they cannot procure girls of lower caste background for their own

pleasure anymore, they are nevertheless in a superior position to extract the dowry payments.

This is possible because the upper caste male dominated society was able to construct this

procedure as a customary practice. And since it became 'custom', it is usually not questioned,

at least by nobody who does not dare to question the complete story of constructed tradition.

Coming back to our interview, we note that these dowry payments are neither 'forced nor

extracted', but just offered and accepted in a 'customary' way. In fact, our interviewee tries to

downgrade the whole issue by comparing it to a social occasion where one is either offered

tea or dinner, depending on the circumstances. We might ask then what distinguishes the

offering of tea or dinner: what are the reasons some brides’ families only have to offer tea,

whereas others have to present a full menu?

Q: Is there a trade-off between beauty and dowry?

A: Naturally. If you are beautiful you give less dowry. If you are plain and average you have to give much
more dowry. Naturally, with the family also. If you come from a good family, then the dowry, if you have
highly placed relations, and your family has a long tradition, very good history, then people are after you.

The interviewee ascertains here that the amount of dowry to be paid does rest upon the social

and cultural capital available to the bride's family. He also mentions the question of beauty.

While beauty is a subjective criterion, we can easily put more emphasis on the 'tradition' and

background of the family, and its social networks available.

A: Dowry is always, they come up with the figures. The moment any match is considered, bride side people,
they always say we are going to, we are able to afford this much of dowry, and they come up with the
family references and the education. That's the basic stuff you start with. Still they see whether they have the
same kind of compatibility. And then they will come up with the figures, like five lakhs, 20 lakhs, 25 lakhs.
Since Srikant received one match in between, they offered straight away 25 lakhs, and that's negotiable,
that's not fixed. I mean if they select the girl and they want more money, they would come up with 10, 12, I
mean that would come up to 30, 40 lakhs. So money is no matter. Some people try to tempt you with the
money if the girl is very plain looking or ugly looking or whatever. If the girl is not compatible to the boy.

There are of course conflicting interests within the decision-making inner circle of the

bridegroom's family. We will see on the next page that the bridegroom's father’s main

emphasis, apart from the cultural and social capital, is a matching horoscope. The mother,
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however, puts more emphasis on the amount of dowry:

A: In between some matches came, like the ones who offered 25 lakhs and said that's not the limit. If you
like the girl, we are ready to give 10 to 15 plus the property. But we never went, because I refused to see the
girl. I said you know if it reaches the 4th stage or 5th stage, final, I'll come. So I refused to go, and other
people looked, and said she was very plain, short, not compatible for Srikant. Though the money was
tempting to my mother-in-law, shall I say that?

We must now try to pinpoint any more reasons why prospective matches were rejected. And

it is here that some considerations play an important part.

A: So all the while this elder brother was not there. You know, the elder brother of the girl. Since the father
is not there, mother is there, and the girl was always shown her uncle’s place. Elder brother was always not
there. That was strange, a bit. We asked and they said he's off to tours or something like that. And when the
finalisation, that day when we went, before that you know at least five, six times meetings and negotiations,
between the bride and bridegroom, and with all the relations around would have taken place to arrive at such
place. You know if it has reached that stage it means the girl has passed and boy has passed. They are like
mutual relations, individual relations. Ultimately it came to be known that brother has an albino condition, a
skin condition, and he too got that late, maybe in his 15 or 16 year. So now he's as fair as a European, so it
was genetically considered not a good match, once they came to know of the brother. In no way it affects
any system, just some people, biologically, technically, they fail to manufacture enough albino pigment to
make them black. So the girl was refused on these grounds.

The brother of the first serious match proposal, the girl with the blue eyes working as an

insurance officer, with the brother being an engineer was refused. She was refused because

the brother has an albino condition. While our interviewee says that it does not affect any

mental capacity, the girl was refused because it was thought she might develop the same

condition – resulting in a stigma for Srikant's family. And even more importantly, it was also

feared that any children resulting from the marriage might suffer from the same defect.

Completely unfounded, of course, but nevertheless the girl was refused because her brother

happened to have such a condition.

The second girl under serious consideration was the one mentioned earlier, with the father

producing reformist movies in the 1950s, and the grandparents performing the marriage of

one of Andhra Pradesh's Chief Ministers. She entered into a very advanced stage of

negotiations, but again some interests developed which prevented the match from being

finalised:

A: But this girl, the one which we now eight days ago, they selected the girl, and later took the date of
births, since my father-in-law is very particular about horoscopes, and of course even a bit of everyone in
their family. I don't care anything about this. So it was found, every animal represents a symbolic value,
with its own effects, if there is a Cobra in the horoscope, that means the Cobra what it is famous for, it's very
deadly, venomous, poisonous snake, so their life in a symbolic way will be affected that way. So it will not
be a happy life, if you believe in horoscope. It was such a deadly horoscope, at least for the believers. Had it
been little bit less severe predictions, or some horoscope outcome, probably they would have gone, since
that's the best match considered, socially, though money wise it's the least. They were offering only 6 or 7
lakhs, but the education background, family background, social position, that was very good, and even the
girl was very compatible. So that was given up. Just plainly because the horoscopes did not match. Now
yesterday we went to see this girl, third stage I would call.
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Q: Another girl.

A: Yes. Third stage. First some people would go and see, casually; next, another meeting with a little bit
more presence, and third this was final okay like, so all of us went and saw the girl, and kept it under
suspension. That means it's okay. And since even the horoscope is also okay, the money is also okay,
nothing exemplary, neither the girl or any other thing. And social position also, okay. I mean, better than
average.

We have already entered here the scenario where a third girl is considered a compatible

match, and negotiations have advanced. First we note that the second girl, the one with the

prestigious family, was refused simply on the grounds that their horoscopes did not match.

We note that Srikant's father's individual preferences are such that he puts a lot of emphasis

on matching horoscopes.

A: But he is very rigid on horoscope. He doesn't mind about caste but he's very rigid on horoscope.

From the above section, we note that the interviewee does not consider the third match to be

outstanding or exemplary. He tells us thrice that her various qualifications are (just) 'okay'.

Here we can see already some fissures and cracks developing along the boundaries of

individual preferences. We remind ourselves that the second match was considered to be very

favourable in our interviewee's eyes, but he had to accept the fact that a non-matching

horoscope was not acceptable to Srikant's father. I then enquired for more information

regarding the third match proposal:

A: She is a BA Literature, and doing Hotel Management now, looks intelligent, above average, though (his
wife's, RM) colour. Would you call her brown or what?

Q: Well, I don't know, yes.

A: By Indian standards she is not fair, but I think that doesn't matter if you look at the girl, you don't feel
whether she is fair or not. She had such an appeal, sensitive features, tall, quite tall, like 5"5 plus, slim, and
pleasant smile, but the voice was very much bass, baritone. Even if you are sitting across fifteen feet, and if
she is speaking in a little above a whisper, you can hear it. Loud and clear. So I think these people will,
though they asked few questions to see if the tone is just a maladjustment in the wind chords or something,
but it's for real. They said some cold or something. But that will be ascertained, confirmed.

It is striking to note that once the formal qualifications are all met, some individual racist

preferences come into play. First of all, our respondent tells us that the colour of the skin

plays a very important part. He says it so lightly and off-hand that one cannot disregard the

assumption that this issue is so deeply rooted in the complex process of match-making that it

does not require elaborate explanations. Our interviewee merely tries to illustrate for us, the

outsiders, that considerations must also be put into the colour of the skin. And while he

remarks about her physical appearance, he also tells us that some suspicion is already in place

because of her deeper voice. But, 'that will be ascertained, confirmed'! It means nothing less

than the activation of the large family network simply for the task of finding out whether that
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deep voice is a constant feature, or just a temporary maladjustment. Since the network

produced the required information, the third girl was rejected:

Q: And what was the final reason for rejecting. Was it her voice, or was it her family, or..

A: No, no. Family was exemplary. Family was very good. Family was good, but it's only her colour and
voice. Both. She was darker shade. You know, though all people are dark, the colour of the skin plays a
major role. That settles the issue for future, about your children. If they are fair, it's valued very much. If
they are darker, no. No chance.

Genetic reasons were again most important for the rejection of the third match proposal: it

was supposed, under-current and unmentioned, that her deeper voice was a signal that the

third match under consideration had some endowment problems as far as her hormone

composition was concerned. It was feared that an overabundance of male hormones, as

indicated by her deeper voice, would in turn endanger the correct hormone composition, and

hence the general appearance, features and qualities of the offspring. Similarly, the darker

skin colour worked to the disadvantage of the third match proposal. Since the skin colour in

India is an indication for caste membership, and since it is still believed that a darker skin is

believed to be an indicator for low caste membership, it was feared that the children would

suffer from a disadvantage, or, as our interviewee told us: the colour of the skin settles the

future of the offspring. The future, in this case, again lies in the hope to find suitable marriage

matches for them – hence, the question of the expansion of the family network in the 'future'

is already a point under consideration when the main actors of this expansion, the children,

are not even born yet.

The next match proposal came forward, or was already in place and under consideration.

Detailed negotiations were entered only after the third match proposal was finally rejected due

to the reasons elaborated above.

Q: And, then came the next girl. Who was she?

A: Shall I give you specific details, or what?

Q: Please.

A: Very old relations of my mother's side. Very old, maybe three, four generations old. And even then they
were considered to be good family, third generations, four generations back.

Here again we have an indication that the main emphasis of the expansion of the network is

towards knitting families closer together. The interviewee tells us that this proposed match in

fact already has some links and nodes with the closer family network of our respondent. This

is certainly thought to be a plus-point because their family history, and references, can be
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checked much more easily. Also, the exact value and amount of the social and cultural capital

can be assessed with ease, and its functionality evaluated more easily. I then enquired about

the background of that family:

Q: Landed background?

A: Naturally! All of us, no-one among us is a poor man. Everyone in this family was supreme in the village,
until our generation. Supreme in sense, top. Not only in one village, but in three, four villages. And most of
us own lands in at least three or five villages, at least up to my father and grandfather level. So even like
these people they were, and some forty, fifty years ago, these people used to have automobiles. Personal
automobiles. That was considered, by Indian standards, rare. So the relation which came now. They are old
families. And the girl is well educated, and well connected, I mean all their relations are well placed. Well
placed in the sense that in all good families. That's an asset, too.

Here again the interviewee tells us about the glorious past of his family in terms of

agricultural land holdings, links to the royalty (in the sense that they were responsible for tax

collection and police duties in various villages), and in general, supreme social status in the

past. The family under consideration then, had the same landed background and family

history available. This is not surprising since some relational links were already in place prior

to the recent marriage proposal. The respondent also tells us that the girl meets the formal

criteria of being well educated, and also some more interesting reference is made: again, the

social and cultural capital is mentioned. We could even emphasise once again that it is the

same amount and value of social capital which is required to guarantee success, or at least to

reach the advanced stages of negotiations in the match-making. We can also find in the very

last two sentences an interesting combination of social and cultural capital: the social capital

points to well-connected family links and relations, whereas the cultural capital values those

links in the sense that the connections reach into 'good' families: good families are those with

the same refinement, style, code of conduct and so on, or in short: with the same cultural

capital in the same currency.

It is still important to drive the argument to a conclusion as far as cultural capital is

concerned. We have argued at the beginning of this section that habitus contains certain

values and codes of conduct, namely the do's and don'ts of the core family here under

discussion, and also some clan system traceable back for generations: the gotra6. It is here

that the most striking observation was made during the interview: the girl under very serious

                                               

6 Gotra refers to a clan system in ethnic terms. "This gotra system was written down and made into a system
which applied to all Brahmins and was copied by many other castes. The caste which claim to be Kshatriyas or
Vaishyas (traders) have social divisions possessing gotras. There is however no caste in India besides Brahmins
which possesses the elaborate pravaras included in the gotra organisation. Many lower castes also have gotras
and even primitive people talk of their clans as gotta or gotra" (Karve 1996, 52).
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consideration stemmed back from the same gotra as the core family:

A: Yes. It's strange, you know, we find out my mother comes from a very widely spread Gothram, it's very
difficult for these people to find a bride, since their Gothram is spread out inter-state, inter-disctrict, the
districts which are far off like thousands of kilometres away.

The reason why it is sometimes hard to find corresponding matches for people who have the

gotra of the mother of our respondent is because people from the same gotra are not

supposed to marry each other: cross-cousin marriages from people with the same gotra are

strictly forbidden. The mother, of course, would shed away her original gotra after marrying

her husband. And now comes the very interesting part:

Q: But that doesn't have any importance now, since she has the new one from your father.

A: Exactly. You see, it's strange, if the girl, the new match, who is going to be married to Srikant, if it works
out, she is of same Gothram.

Q: Of your mother's side?

A: Yes. And my cousin, he married a girl from Medak District, and their family name is different, and we
never knew they existed, and they have the same Gothram. It's strange. Like you finding your family roots
somewhere. You are living in Germany, and you find someone else in Scandinavia or Italy or somewhere.

The last girl under serious consideration was found to have the same gotra like the mother of

our respondent, and hence, some family linkages and relations were already in place well

before the current match-making. This was one of the strongest assets speaking in favour of

the match-making because it corresponded so neatly with the overall desire to expand the

network on the lines of corresponding cultural capital. One last point working in favour of the

match included the same amount of cultural capital when it came to the refusal to engage in

unruly, hasty profiteering activities. We have noted already that the core family basically lives

from its glorious past, and that only members within the expanded network are having

considerable economic success. But the core family members regard anything like

profiteering activities not related to a prestigious academic profession as below their dignity,

and simply not their style – or habitus. The father of the proposed bride, now, was able to

report some minor business failure which most certainly worked to his advantage:

A: I think father is an agricultural officer, and now in charge of Mandal Development Officer, and he was in
construction business on the side, and he trusted some fellow who was his partner or so, and they built a
complex of 20, 25 lakhs of each share, which was not built according to the taste and present tradition of
Vasthu etc. Some defective. It had to be dismantled. So his share of the loss was about from 15 to 20 lakhs.
So this was a very recent set-back.

We are completely convinced at this stage that the failure of the father in his latest enterprise

corresponded so neatly with the required cultural capital that it worked in favour of the match

proposal. The last girl under consideration seems to have all the necessary requirements as far
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as her endowment with social and cultural capital is concerned, and the very last hurdle to be

taken must be her individual qualifications:

Q: What's her education like?

A. She studied in one of the best convents in AP, St. Anthons convent in Secunderabd, than Stanley
Intermediate, and she had always 80 per cent plus (Grades, RM), and then, now she's doing her graduation
in microbiology with tough combination, with exemplary academic record. And what we observed in our
conversation that she, though you cannot call her beautiful, but above average, by Indian standards fair,
above average height, but she has very good personality, presentational.

Apart from the fact that the formal qualifications seem to have been met (education wise), it is

interesting to note how much our interviewee has appropriated the formal qualifications for

his own family. This happened in the sense that he himself values, and qualifies, her

educational background. This might be surprising since he cannot be expected to give a

qualified opinion on either the school and college she was educated in, or the combination she

choose. In fact, it can be assumed that our respondent has only very little knowledge about

what might be considered a 'tough' combination in microbiology, or what might be regarded

as an 'exemplary' academic record. In fact, we might assume that these qualitative statements

stem from the bride's family or herself. The clear applauding, and the subsequent integration

of these qualifications into the mindset of our interviewee is an indication that the match

proposal was not only considered to be valuable, but it is most likely that this proposal will

reach the final stage of marriage. It reminds us, in fact, of a good purchased: after the

purchase, the buyer or consumer will usually remark only in the highest possible terms of the

purchase in order to show people that he or she made the best possible bargain in procuring

this good. Any statement which would put the purchased good into a relative relationship to

others would in fact downgrade and degrade the purchase.

We might leave the issue of match proposals now by stating that it was that last girl who was

accepted eventually, and the marriage took place some months after. There are some points

which still need to be discussed before summarising the section, and they point towards the

unequal bargaining relationship between bride and bridegroom, and their respective families.

First of all, I enquired about the amount of match proposals a bridegroom's family usually has

to 'process' before entering a marriage agreement.

Q: So how many girls had been checked?

A: Ah, I think only two girls seriously checked. Four girls came into later stage, final rejection stage.

At the outset, we note that the complete amount of seriously checked matches was just four –

not too many really, and we might ask ourselves why. There seem to be considerable
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opportunity costs to be encountered in the course of the activation of the family network for

the marriage: references have to be appropriated, visitors entertained, travels to be made.

Also, it is expected that the activation of the family network enables other cliques of the

network to draw on the resources of the core family in some future occasion. Hence, the

trade-off between seriously checking many match proposals, and the related increased

obligation towards engaged nodes of the family network for this purpose is always under

consideration.

Q: And the amount of girls who have been rejected, is it uncommon or usual?

A: Girls rejected? That's pretty much common. I know a few people who have rejected 30, 40, maybe some
people reach 60 plus, 100. Nothing unusual about. It's actually below average for Srikant.

More important than the amount of brides and their families 'checked' is the question about

the unequal relationships within all these strategies of expansion. After all, would there be a

chance for a bride or a family to reject a proposed match by themselves? Would the

prospective bride have the right to call off the match-making because she does not like the

bridegroom, does not want to get married at all, or is already in a 'secret' love with another

man, maybe even, from another caste?

Q: And is it also possible that the bride’s family, parents, finally reject?

A. It's unheard of and rarely does happen.

Our interviewee tells us that the bargaining relationship is so unequal that a rejection from the

bride's family is complete unthinkable. But I enquired further, and some more interesting

information could be obtained:

Q: And coming back to this marriage procedure, if everything is fine, as in Srikant's case, if finally the girl
herself has some objections. Will she be able to say that I'm sorry and it's not going to work out?

A: Yes, that's happening in these days. That was unthinkable till recent, but it's happening. If that happens
then in the market she has to go with a stigma, like she has spoken out, she has rejected, so next time all the
relations won't be ready to consider her proposal. She starts with a disadvantage.

Q: And the dowry will also go up?

A: Not only dowry, everyone will be weary, this girl, she has refused, and the word will spread like the
character is loose like, if not same, then next to that. In that degree. Next time she won't get the decent
matches. They would refuse. Why take a risk of getting rejection? That's the loss of a lot of prestige for the
bridegroom. Like the husband is the last to know of wife's infidelity. He becomes a ridiculous man. He
would like to hide his face after getting rejected.

Here we have a fine indication about the unequal relationship. Our interviewee tells us

(grudgingly) that the rejection by the bride or her family does happen nowadays, in 'these

days'. Clearly he indicates that this did not happen in the good old days when wives were
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supposed to be confined to the household, and did not have a voice of their own. That is at

least his own rewriting of the history, and since we do not know the gender roles in the past

for sure, we must stick to this reconstruction of his own version of male dominated history.

More interesting is the reaction to the rejection by the bride or her family: it is immediately

linked and related to her bargaining position in the next match. Since she spent a lot of her

(already diminished) bargaining power by rejecting a match proposal, she and her family have

to offset this unheard rejection by increasing the amount of dowry to be paid. It is as if a

rejection is not supposed to be a part of an expected habitus. If such an action is undertaken

nevertheless, the penalty for doing so is severe: the dowry will go up, and also the whole core

family network will suffer from a loss of acquired cultural capital. The total amount of

cultural capital of the core family will be reduced or even diminished, and hence the dowry

must go up to counter this process. But since dowry cannot regain the lost amount of cultural

capital completely, the initial disadvantage in match-making can never, ever be eradicated

completely.

Just to make sure the point is driven home to all prospective rejecters, the process of rejection

is eventually even linked to infidelity of the woman. Rejecting in this sense means the refusal

to have intercourse, so it is linked to the sexual sphere: the man wants to hide his face because

the woman rejected him: not only in the match, but she refused to allow him to take

advantage of her body.

There are elaborate processes in place in order to prevent the rejection from happening: the

loss of cultural capital for the family is drastic. The image of the girl rejecting places her on a

par with a wife having an illicit affair. These are strict and harsh threatening measures, and

deterrents. The rejection of this option is meant to safeguard and secure the habitus and

cultural capital completely, and to prevent any loss of it, be it ever so small.
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4. Conclusion

The paper discussed the assumption that extended families in India can be analysed as social

networks. Social network theory states that resources within a network shape and alter social

network relations. The proposition was brought forward that such resources can be discussed

on a meta-level as social and cultural capital. The social capital of an extended family consists

of its network of relations available for various appropriation strategies. The cultural capital is

its underlying foundation stone, consisting of strong caste consciousness, world view, codes

of conduct, dress and diet code and so on. The cultural capital finds its daily expression

through the display of habitus which in turn requires some streamlining processes.

After stating the increasing importance of family organisation in India in general, the paper

discusses in its empirical section the case of match-making processes for a member of a

family social network in South India. It is shown that the match-making procedures include

elaborate and detailed investigations into the social capital of the bride's family, its cultural

capital, and also the individual qualifications of the prospective bride. As far as the last point

is concerned, the dominance of the male agency finds its expression in the application of

racist and sexist criteria during the selection of the bride, and the non-availability of a

rejection option for both bride and her family.

The previous assumptions about social and cultural capital have been expanded in the sense

that the resource endowments have to be on the same level for the two match-making

families. The term capital of the same currency has been proposed in this respect. If these

requirements are met, resource endowments within a social network in turn determine its

appropriation chances in a dynamic process.
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